
Marching Band Sheet Music: "We Return
From the Battle" Greek Army March
The "We Return From the Battle" Greek Army March is a stirring and
majestic piece of music that has been a favorite of marching bands for
generations. The march was composed by Spyridon Samaras in 1896, and
it quickly became a popular patriotic song in Greece. The march is also
known by its Greek title, "Ap' to Poleme Erchometha."
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Instrumentation

The "We Return From the Battle" Greek Army March is scored for a full
marching band, including:

* Flutes * Clarinets * Saxophones * Trumpets * Trombones * Baritones *
Tubas * Drums
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The march can also be performed by a smaller ensemble, such as a brass
band or a pep band.

Performance Tips

The "We Return From the Battle" Greek Army March is a challenging piece
of music to play, but it is also very rewarding. Here are a few tips for
performing the march effectively:

* **Start slowly and gradually increase the tempo.** The march begins at a
slow tempo, but it gradually gets faster as it progresses. It is important to
start slowly and gradually increase the tempo so that the band can maintain
a steady beat and good intonation. * **Play with a strong sense of rhythm.**
The march has a strong rhythmic drive, and it is important to play with a
strong sense of rhythm in order to keep the march moving forward. * **Use
dynamics to create contrast.** The march features a variety of dynamics,
from soft to loud. It is important to use dynamics to create contrast and to
highlight the different sections of the march. * **March with pride and
enthusiasm.** The "We Return From the Battle" Greek Army March is a
patriotic song, and it is important to march with pride and enthusiasm. This
will help to create a powerful and moving performance.

The "We Return From the Battle" Greek Army March is a beautiful and
challenging piece of music that is a favorite of marching bands around the
world. With its stirring melody and powerful rhythms, the march is sure to
inspire and motivate audiences of all ages.
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